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this patch resolves a crashing bug for mac os x users. it has been discovered that it was possible to crash delphi when closing a unit if the unit had no unit source. in delphi 2009 this was more
likely since the project type `unit` could be created in the unit for a class. as of delphi 2010 this is no longer the case. this update includes a fix to use eclipse, visual studio and other ide's to
create d2009 assemblies. this assembly is different from the normal assembly and should be included with any plug in for d2009. this should resolve several problems and conflicts. if you are
among those that can not afford the above license or subscription level, you can still get it installed via the up-to-date tab of the update center in the ide welcome page. youll be prompted to

select update 1 for delphi xe3. check up-to-date in update center, then install the patch and restart the ide. the november patch should update your license to patch level 5 by default unless you
have previously opted out of updates. this means you will always be able to get the latest version of the product with the very latest updates to libraries, features and fixes, and it also means it is
important to make sure you choose the right profile to use with your project (i prefer the release profile). the patch will be in the next release (preview version) of the patch release page, and it
will automatically update to the next patch level when you install delphi xe3 update 1 for delphi xe3. if you opt out for updates, the november patch will not update the version but may update

the patch level to 5.
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